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Proposal 

        What is the future of the “Libra”? 

Mark zuckerberg, the founder of Facebook, is not only a promoter and pioneer of the online                 

society, but also a shrewd businessman. He clearly has bigger goals and ambitions that he wants                

to create a global digital currency named libra. Morgan baylor has been working on              

cryptocurrency and regional links at facebook since 2007. Today, Facebook has created Libra             

consortium which includes famous companies like mastercard, PayPal and visa,etc. Why is libra             

so attractive? Because Libra may make global remittances as easy as sending emails, and there is                

no handling fee, no barriers to capital flow, and the rate of arrival is very fast. The deeper                  

meaning is that developing countries can easily access in the global financial system. 

However, There are also latent issues behind the huge potential of this project. such as If                  

Facebook wants to outsource libra to his alliance members which means Facebook defaulting to              

the leakage and improper handling of user data. Moreover, the other serious problem is the               

government regulates transactions. MAL FLETCHER- a social futurist- say that “Reactions to            

Facebook’s announcement have been mixed. Financial regulators in regions like the EU are             

watchful. As things currently stand, networks like Libra would diminish the power of             

governments over the regulation of currencies.” Those problems would reduce people's trust in              

Libra, which is fatal for a currency.  



Libra is like a blank piece of paper, and people are not very clear about its future development                   

trend. I hold the opinion that Libra can be successful, even if it is not its own success, but it can                     

also have a positive impact on global virtual currency. I will make an analysis of the                

development trend of libra by searching scholar’s essay and other people’s commonment.  
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